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ABSTRACT
TRIBOELECTRIC NANOGENERATORS:
BIOMECHANICAL ENERGY HARVESTING,
SELF POWERED SENSOR AND
WEARABLE APPLICATIONS
Ahmet Faruk Yavuz
M.S. in Materials Science and Nanotechnology
Supervisor: Hasan Tarık Baytekin
September, 2017
One of the biggest challenges ahead massive advancement of electronic technology is increasing energy consumption. A closer consideration on draining of
fossil reserves and rapid development of wearable and portable consumer electronics, inevitable paradigm shift is required towards use of renewable energy
sources and self-powered electronic systems respectively. In parallel to this consideration, triboelectric nanogenerators have emerged to scavenge energy from
ambient environment by using ubiquitous phenomenon of triboelectricity or contact electrification in other words. Essentially, triboelectric nanogenerators harvest mechanical energy into electricity by utilizing triboelectric charge generation
and electrostatic induction phenomenon. Accordingly, we developed high performance biomechanical energy harvesting floor tiles to scavenge human motions
into electricity and electrode core-polymer shell structured triboelectric nanogenerator fibers for wearable applications. Furthermore, new perspectives are introduced for fabrications of low-cost, mass producible, large area and flexible triboelectric nanogenerator structures.

Keywords: Triboelectricity, energy harvesting, self-powered sensors, wearable
electronics, thermally fiber drawing.
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ÖZET
TRİBOELEKTRİK NANOJENERATÖRLER:
BİYOMEKANİK ENERJİ HASATLAMA,
KENDİ GÜCÜNÜ SAĞLAYAN SENSÖRLER VE
GİYİLEBİLİR UYGULAMALAR
Ahmet Faruk Yavuz
Malzeme Bilimi ve Nanoteknoloji Yüksek Lisans Tezi
Tez Danışmanı: Hasan Tarık Baytekin
Eylül, 2017
Elektronik teknolojisindeki kayda değer ilerlemenin önündeki en büyük zorluklardan biri de artan enerji tüketimidir. Fosil yakıtların hızla tükenmesi ve taşınabilir ile giyinebilir tüketici elektroniğinin hızla gelişmesi göz önünde bulundurulursa, sırasıyla yenilebilir enerji kaynaklarına ve kendi enerjisini sağlayan elektronik sistemlere doğru kaçınılmaz bir paradigma değişimine ihtiyaç gerekmektedir. Triboelektrik nanojeneratörler, bu düşünceye paralel olarak yaşadığımız çevreden enerji üretmek amacıyla, her yerde nazır olan triboelektriği ya da bir diğer
tabirle sürtünme ile elektriklenmeyi kullanarak ortaya çıktılar. Temelde, triboelektrik nanojeneratörler, sürtünme elektriklenmeyi ve elektrostatik endüksiyonu
kullanarak mekanik enerjiyi elektriğe çevirmektedirler. Bu mekanizmadan yola
çıkarak, biz de insan hareketlerini elektriğe dönüştürmek için yüksek performanslı
biyomekanik enerji hasatlayıcı zemin döşemelerini ve giyilebilir uygulamalar için
merkezde elektrot-kabukta polimer yapısında olan triboelektrik nanojeneratör ipliklerini geliştirdik. Ayrıca, düşük maliyetli, seri üretilebilir, geniş alanlı ve esnek
triboelektrik nanojeneratör yapılarının üretimi için yeni bakış açıları sunduk.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Triboelektrik, enerji hasatlama, kendi gücünü sağlayan
sensörler, giyilebilir elektronik, ısısal fiber çekme.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The drastic development of technology over past centuries bring along rapidly
increasing high-energy consumption. According to reports of World Energy
Council [1], ninety percent of world energy consumption based on non-renewable
sources which are limited to be supplied in the future, and cause irreversible damage on nature of earth. In this case, utilizing of renewable sources such as wind,
solar and hydropower have emerged as an alternative supply for world energy
demand in clean, sustainable and green ways. On the other hand, miniaturization
on personal electronics has been bringing about mobile, portable, self-chargeable
and wearable power sources demands. In parallel to these considerations, triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) have emerged as a sustainable, renewable and
flexible energy harvesting devices. Essentially TENGs harvest mechanic energy
into electricity through utilizing triboelectrification of materials and electrostatic
induction phenomena. Promising scavenging energy capabilities of TENGs lead
to be used in many of application area including large-scale energy harvesting,
mobile and portable power source and self-powered sensors as well.
Fabrication of energy harvesting structures and developing efficient applications are major considerations of TENG research. As being a promising candidate
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of large scale, renewable and sustainable energy harvester, developing mass predicable, cost-effective and large area TENG structures have been gaining attention.
On the other hand, novel fabrication methods should also be capable to produce
flexible, transparent and textile structures as well especially for mobile and portable application of TENG.

2

Chapter 2
Background
2.1. Triboelectricity
Triboelectricity is a conceptually well-known phenomenon throughout history.
Reports date back to 2400 years ago, a discovery experiment of Thales of Miletus
on contact electrification who observed that amber and cat’s fur are electrified
when rubbed each other [2-4]. Thus, etymology of ‘triboelectric’ originated from
Greek words of τριβ (tribo) and ἤλεκτρον (elektron) meaning rub and amber respectively addresses to rubbing amber [5,6].
Essentially, whenever two materials are brought into contact and separated afterwards, surface of materials are charged oppositely which is called as triboelectric effect, triboelectrification or contact electrification. It is mostly seen in insulators specifically polymers such as rubber, nylon, Teflon etc., but, it can also be
observable in conductive materials. Triboelectrification is inevitable process of
intimate contacts [7] which occurs at not only solid to solid interface but also
solid-liquid [8] and solid-gas [9] interfaces. One of the other interesting nature of
triboelectrification is that besides different materials, neutral identical materials
are also charged oppositely when they are brought into contact and separated [10].
Triboelectricity is ubiquitous in environment even can be faced in daily life
such as feeling discharge shock while touch somebody or material after walk on
the carpet or rub wool, or funny experiments in elementary school where a paper
3

is rubbed to hair and after it sticks to balloon. Moreover, triboelectrification is
also encountered frequently at industrial applications, especially in polymer powder included granular systems [11] and pharmaceutical product formations [12].

Figure 2.1: Triboelectrification in environment: (a) Volcanic lightening during Chaitin
volcano eruption, 2008 [13]. (b) Dust devil on Mars is observed by Spirit rover, 2005
[14].

Triboelectrification can also be observable at natural phenomenon such as
lightning during thunderstorm where movement of air layers produce ice crystals
and soft hails that collide with each other results in triboelectric charge generation
and following by high potential electrostatic discharges [15]. Dust devil and sand
storms are another electrostatic charge carrier in which particles of sand are scattered by the wind blows cause triboelectrification of them occurs on Mars’ surface
as well [16,17]. Furthermore, in volcanic plumes, particles of ash collide with
each other conclude in triboelectric charge generations following by volcanic
spark discharges [18]. It is quite remarkable phenomenon claimed that chemical
origin of life could originate from volcanic lightning which trigger several amino
acid syntheses from mixture of various gases that has represented by Miller-Urey
experiment [19].

2.2. Triboelectric Series
Early posteriori over triboelectrification is triboelectric series, firstly advanced by
Wilcke in 1757 [20], in which different materials are listed with respect to their
relative triboelectric polarity. In these series, various materials are placed into list
4

in the order of positive and negative charged materials near the top and bottom
respectively where relative polarities are obtained by systematic contact electrification experiments. Later on, Faraday, Jamin and Bouty studied on empirical lists
of triboelectric series in 19th century followed by Shaw, in 1917, who performed
numerous experiment with using gold-leaf electroscope in order to obtain triboelectric series of elementary metals, various types of furs and woods, and other
insulators [21]. Following, empirical studies related triboelectric series have been
extended more as researchers include polymeric materials to their triboelectric
series. In Table , four different qualitative triboelectric series in the literature is
represented [22].
Regarding to detailed investigation of triboelectric series comparisons, although series are constructed by different laboratories, index or order of materials
are quite similar except for small number of inconsistencies. Nature of contact
process and surface variations of experimental setups are one of the main reasons
for inconsistent measurements [23]. In other words, triboelectrification includes
consecutive steps of contact and separation where it is very hard to arrange similar
conditions in different measurements about contact pressures, surface impurities
and oxides, magnitude of friction forces etc.
In order to minimize external affect, several quantitative methods have been
developed to measure generated triboelectric charge densities in recent years. Inductive probes are essential technique to measure magnitude of tribocharge densities which are generated by laminar contact pairs and particles [24,25]. In this
methods, probe is placed over source of triboelectric charges where electrostatic
potential generate induce current on inductive probe. Solid state electrometers are
frequently used devices to measure magnitude of induced charge density on electrodes which are either attached triboelectric source or surround sample of triboelectric charge source with faraday cup [26,27]. Furthermore, in recent years scanning probe techniques such as electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) and Kelvin
probe force microscopy (KPFM) are used to investigate contact electrification
process more precisely [28-31].

5

Table 2.1: Comparison of triboelectric series in different studies [22].
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2.3. Theory of Triboelectricity
Even though, the picture of contact electrification including observations in daily
life, industrial applications and natural phenomenon, and studies over empirical
consistent triboelectric series is clear as conceptually, it is very hard to refer same
about theory behind it. There has been ongoing research in widespread disciplines
in which physicist, chemists, engineers and meteorologists strive to understand
theory behind triboelectric charge generation, and yet clear-cut conclusion has not
been appeared [32,33]. Heretofore, there have been mainly hypothesized three
alternative mechanisms underlie triboelectric charge generation: Electron transfer, ion transfer and material transfer.

Figure 2.2: Schematics of the proposed triboelectrification mechanisms. (a) Electron
transfer mechanism, in which electrons are exchanged due to different work functions of
materials. (b) Ion transfer mechanism, strongly bounded fixed ions and mobile counter
ions are represented as positive and negative polarities respectively, in which mobile ions
are transferred after intimate contacts. (c) Material transfer mechanism, in which charge
generation is originated from transferred material species.

7

2.3.1. Electron Transfer
The electron transfer mechanism primarily focus on conductor triboelectrification
in which it is considered that electron exchange arises from difference in work
function of conductors [34]. Work function 𝜙 is intrinsic feature of conductors
defined as minimum thermodynamic work to extract an electron from the surface
of solid. In case metals that have different work functions brought into contact,
contact potential difference 𝑉𝑐 would take place between metal surfaces results in
tunneling of electrons 𝑒 in order to maintain thermodynamic equilibrium [35]:
𝑉𝑐 =

𝜙2 − 𝜙1
𝑒

(2.1)

Harper explored that parallel plate capacitor approach can be adapted to this
mechanism in order to determine total amount of transferred charge [36]. Regarding to contact area and metal to metal separation distance based capacitance 𝐶𝑠 of
system, total amount of transferred charge 𝑄 can be obtained by:
𝑄 = 𝐶𝑠 𝑉𝑐

(2.2)

As mentioned before, triboelectrification process involve both contact and separation steps, here contact step initiates charge transfer and separation step limits
amount of charge transfer where tunneling of electrons is terminated above critical separation distance [36]. Thus far, metal-metal contact electrification is only
phenomenon that researchers have common ground electron transfer is main reason for this type of triboelectrification.

Figure 2.3: Electron transfer between metal-metal contact [37].
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However, electron transfer approach which is results of work function differences cannot be implemented metal-insulator and insulator-insulator contacts directly, since insulators has huge band gap between valance and conduction bands,
electrons cannot transfer between them [37]. In other words, considering intimate
contacts of two different insulators 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 , valance band electrons of 𝐼1 can
transferred neither valance nor conductor band of 𝐼2 , due to all valance states of
𝐼2 are filled and electron cannot fulfill energy to terminate conductor band respectively.
In this case, regarding the metal-insulator and insulator-insulator contacts, researchers have considered to extend work function difference based electron
transfer model with surface state theory [10,38]. Theory accounts insulator surfaces have specific surface state levels and corresponded effective work functions
where electrons in different materials transferred between these states. Later on,
Fabish and Duke renewed electron transfer model in insulator contacts with proposing acceptor and donor states for insulator surfaces [39]. However, both of
electron transfer models about insulator-metal and insulator-insulator contacts
still have been argued due to theoretical drawbacks and lack of experimental evidences [3,32].

2.3.2. Ion Transfer
In 1960s, development in electrophotography have revealed that polymeric toners
that contain ionomers or molecular salts have also mobile ions on particle surfaces
where in general, strongly bounded immobile ions and loosely bounded mobile
counter ions take place with opposite polarities [5,40,41]. Thus, mobile ions can
be transferred between different insulators when they are brought into contact
would result in oppositely triboelectric charged insulators. In parallel to this theory, several experiments have performed with polymer to polymer contacts and
polymer-metal contacts have demonstrated transferred ion concentrations [42,43].
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However, ion exchange mechanism cannot be implanted to contact electrifications of nonionic polymers since they do not accommodate mobile ions. Following to this claim, it is proposed that hydroxide ions on the polymer surfaces can
provide mobile ion necessity for ion exchange mechanism with regards to reports
about humidity based hydroxide ion existence on polymer surfaces [5,43-45]. On
the contrary, recent experiment done by Baytekin and colleagues have demonstrated that water is not compulsory for triboelectrification but it supports to balance surface charges [46], come into conflict with the claim that ion exchange is
the only reason for contact electrification.

2.3.3. Material Transfer
The material transfer theory comprises that sub-micron scale pieces of materials
are transferred from the surfaces of rubbed materials due to friction. These pieces
presumably carry charges since transferred particles arise from either bond breaking process or contamination of surfaces [47] . However, it is argued that contact
electrification is reproducible process therefore material transfer cannot be dominant factor in triboelectrification since its extent might be decreased at repetitive
contacts [48].
Regarding to material transfer mechanism, in 2011, Baytekin and colleagues
[29] performed systematic experiments and characterizations about contact electrification and have refuted long-held idea that surface are charged homogenously
opposite polarities after the intimate contact of materials. On the contrary, “mosaics” of both positive and negative charges at different quantitates distributed at
each surface lead positive or negative net charge distributions [29].
Furthermore, a detailed x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analyses are performed by same group demonstrated presence of both charge and material transfer
in contact electrification [30].

10

Figure 2.4: “Mosaics” of generated triboelectric charge potentials are scanned via KFM
[29]. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surface potential maps (a) before contact, (b) after
intimate contact with Polycarbonate (PC).

2.4. Applications of Triboelectricity and Triboelectric
Nanogenerators
Contact electrification is inevitable phenomenon of mechanical contacts independent from conductive or insulator characteristics of materials. Although, there
is not a lower limit for the amount of triboelectric charge generation, dielectric
strength of atmosphere limits maximum generation of triboelectric charge density
correspond to approximately 10−3 𝐶/𝑚2 in air [3,35]. In this point, several methods are demonstrated to either increase or decrease the generated triboelectric
charge density depends on application type.
Triboelectrification is one of the important concern of electronic industry since
possible electrostatic discharges (ESD) can be destructive for electronic components [49]. Furthermore, it can trigger flame or explosions at combustion gas or
petroleum used industries. Therefore, it is crucial to control contact electrification
11

process in these industries. Following to this concerns, studies on recent years
about de-electrification process [50] and development of the antistatic polymers
[51] would yield to prevent unexpected electrostatic discharges due to contact
electrification in ESD sensitive industry.
On the other hand, triboelectric charges are utilized at several applications
electrostatic separation over the centuries. In early of twentieth century, Graaff
invented electrostatic generator based on contact electrification of rubbed belt
reaches very high electric potential have been used in particle acceleration applications [52].Following years, triboelectric charges led to development of electrophotography through contact electrification based charged toners [53].
Electric field generated by triboelectric charges and coulomb interaction between charged particles makes triboelectrification feasible to be utilized in e, filtration and separation applications specifically in recycling industry [54] and electrostatic powder coating applications [55].
In recent years, with the advancement in nanotechnology, researcher have been
enabling to control and manipulate triboelectric charges in micro-nano scale. In
that direction, triboplasma has demonstrated which is generated by triboelectrification can be used in surface modification applications [56].
Furthermore, in 2012, Wang demonstrated triboelectric nanogenerator
(TENG) as a new type nanogenerator that utilize triboelectrification of materials
and electrostatic induction principle to generate electricity can be used as cost
effective, sustainable and portable energy harvester or self-powered sensor [57],
[58]. Since 2012, innovative developments on TENGs have been leading to establish correlation between triboelectrification and wide range application area
and remarkable acceleration on triboelectricity research.
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2.5. Operation Modes of Triboelectric Nanogenerators
TENGs convert mechanical energy to electricity have diverse application areas in
general, macro or micro scale energy harvesting and self-powered sensors. In
parallel to these applications, various types of configurations are designed in order
to harvest energy by using triboelectrification of structural dielectrics as well as
freely moving triboelectric sources in environment, mainly can be divided to four
categories: Contact-separation mode, sliding mode, single electrode mode and
free standing triboelectric layer mode.

Figure 2.5:Schematics of TENG operation modes. (a) Contact-separation mode. (b) Sliding mode. (c) Single electrode mode. (d) Free standing triboelectric layer mode.
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2.5.1. Contact-Separation Mode
The first fundamental triboelectric nanogenerator mode is vertical contact-separation in which layers of TENG are fabricated as sandwich type structure [59].
The working mechanism of vertical contact separation mode is illustrated in Figure 2.6. In this mode, once pre-separated dielectrics of TENG are brought into
contact by the external mechanical force results in triboelectric charge generation
on the surfaces of dielectrics. When layers are separated by a small gap, electrostatic potential difference is established between the two planar electrodes which
are fixed on exterior faces of dielectrics. In case connection of electrodes with
electrical load, free electrons in electrode near the negatively charged dielectric
would flow in order to balance electrostatic field, overall called as electrostatic
induction. If layers are pressed to original position by external force electrostatic
potential would be lowered and vanish at the full contact ensue back flow of electrons. Eventually, repeating contact and separation steps generate alternating current through external electrical load in which frequency is formed by contact and
separation cycle.
As mentioned before, triboelectric charges are generated between not only insulator-insulator contacts but also insulator-conductor contacts. Therefore, vertical contact separation mode can be formed with either double dielectric layers
[60] or dielectric-conductor layers [61].
Vertical contact separation mode is simplest design of TENG consists of dielectric layers, electrodes and separation gap in a sandwich structure. Polymers are
mostly used components as dielectric layers due to exterior triboelectrification
characteristics specifically Teflon (PTFE) which is placed at the bottom of triboelectric series (Table 1). However in recent years, inorganic materials [62], chalcogenides [60] and liquids [63] are also used as triboelectric charge source.
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Figure 2.6: Working mechanism of contact-separation mode. (a) Pressing step in which
external force brings the two insulators into contact, resulting in triboelectric charge generation on surfaces. (b) Releasing step leads induced electron flow between electrodes.
(c) Re-pressing by external force leads electron backflow due to potential difference variation. (d) Intimate contact step is established again in which electron flow reaches equilibrium.

Electrodes act as free electron source in overall working mechanism of TENG
can be integrated outer surfaces of dielectrics in various way. Deposition and coating are effective techniques provide closest integration to dielectrics, on the other
hand adhesive aluminum tapes can also be used as electrode. Separation gap plays
an crucial role in the working mechanism of contact-separated TENG mode usually sustained by springs which allows to self-releasing after pressing [61].In addition curved structure are also used to provide simultaneous releasing for separation gap [59]. Furthermore, multi layered vertical contact separation mode based
TENGs are formed by packing several TENG structure with the help of 3D printed
supports [60] or in zigzag form in which many of TENG units attached each other
from their edges [64].
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2.5.2. Sliding Mode
In sliding mode, triboelectric layers constructed at complete contact state as represented in Figure 2.7. Unlike vertical contacts at previous mode, here lateral sliding leads generation of triboelectric charges. Therefore, triboelectrification occurs
only aligned cross sections of surfaces. Regarding the working mechanism of sliding mode, at the beginning, there would be no potential drop due to absence of
separation gap. Once, lateral separation of surfaces is driven by external force,
surfaces, and hence charges are also separated lead electrostatic potential difference. Similar to vertical contact-separation mode induced current would flow between electrodes through external load resistance in order to balance initial electrostatic potential drop. Following, backward sliding would generate opposite directed current form alternating current in overall.

Figure 2.7: Working mechanism of sliding mode. (a) Lateral sliding via external force
initiates induced electron flow. (b) Full separation of insulators results in electron flow
saturation. (c) Backward sliding yields electron backflow to balance electrostatic potential drop. (d) Complete contact step in which electrostatic potential difference vanishes
zero.
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It can be claimed that in sliding mode, contact area is reduced at least at the
begin and end of movement may diminish efficiency, however experiments assert
the contrary because sliding yields more triboelectric charge generation with respect to plain contact [65]. The other advantageous of sliding mode is to be suitable for various types motions such as planar [66], circular [67,68] and rotational
[69] with highest extent of flexibility.

2.5.3. Single Electrode Mode
As introduced before, triboelectrification is inevitable phenomenon of all of mechanical contacts in nature, and TENGs have capability to harvest energy by
simply using this fact. However, the two modes mentioned above focus on triboelectrification only sustained by dielectrics inside a solid and compact designed
device makes unable to use of triboelectric charges at environment. In this instance, single electrode mode was introduced to harvest energy by account freely
moving arbitrary triboelectric charge sources at environment such as human skin
[70], tires [71] and rain drop [72].

Figure 2.8: Working mechanism of single electrode mode. (a) Contact and seperation of
human skin generate electrostatic potential difference which yields electron flow through
external load (b) When critical separation is supplied system comes into equilibrium.
(c) While human skin coming closer to PTFE layer, electrostatic potential drop is emerged
which results in backflow of electrons. (d) Complete contact condition is established
again in which electron flow reaches equilibrium.
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The energy harvesting by single electrode mode TENG can be equipped
pairs of freely moving dielectric source and fixed either single electrode or dielectric layer attached electrode [73]. In case of dielectric layer attached electrode
structure is represented at Figure 2.8. Human skin which is accounted as arbitrary
dielectric source is coming into contact with fixed Politetrafloretilen (PTFE) layer
where electrode is deposited outer surface of polyester has connection to ground.
Once, vertical or sliding contact between dielectrics is established triboelectric
charges with opposite polarities would be generated on surfaces. Contingent upon
departure of human skin electric field difference would be produced which would
yield free electron flow from electrode through ground until field variance is balanced, to be concluded as positive charging of electrode. Subsequently, coming
closer of human skin through PTFE again would lead depreciation of electric field
concluded by back flow of electrons from ground to electrode. Eventually, repeated touches and leaves of human skin to fixed polyester layer would generate
electricity in alternating form which can be driven through external load placed
between electrode and ground.
Regarding to comparison of single electrode mode with respect to dual electrode systems, efficiency in single electrode mode is lower than others due to the
absence of second electrode which limits amount of generated charge by electrostatic induction process [74].

2.5.4. Free-Standing Triboelectric Layer Mode
Free-standing triboelectric layer mode TENGs are built as similar to single electrode systems, the only difference is placing at least one or more fixed triboelectric
layer near present one [75]. Regarding to working mechanism of this mode, arbitrary freestanding triboelectric source comes into contact with fixed triboelectric
layers which are separated among a certain gap distance. Once, contact and separation steps are proceeded between three of dielectrics along either vertical or lat-
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eral motions, nonuniform triboelectric charge distributions, and hence electrostatic potential difference would be developed. Therefore, induced electrons
would flow between electrodes lead current generation.
In free standing triboelectric layer design, fixed layers can include either electrode attached dielectrics or simple electrodes without dielectrics because both
conductors and insulators exhibit triboelectric charge generation under mechanical contacts [76]. Furthermore, fixed triboelectric layers can be arranged following two configurations; side by side position where fixed layers underlie free
standing layer [77] or vertically multi-layered position where free standing triboelectric layer is positioned between fixed layers [78]. A key advantageous of this
mode is being capable to harvest energy from vibrations, large scale motions [79]
and textile platforms [80] as well.

2.6. Fabrication and Characterization of Triboelectric
Nanogenerators
Besides various operation modes in which a convenient one can be chosen with
respect to application area, in general fabrication process including material selections and structure optimizations play a key role regarding to designation of
operation efficiency of TENGs. As mentioned before, TENGs convert mechanical
energy to electricity by using combination of triboelectrification and electrostatic
induction. Regarding to electrostatic induction step, augmentation of induced
charge population is essential factor to enhance energy harvesting efficiency. In
this motivation, separation gap distances which can be either vertical or lateral
depend on operation mode, and elapsed times means velocities between contact
and separation steps are primary parameters of structural optimizations [81]. Furthermore, unique design of hybridizing TENG with electromagnetic generators
have been reported in order to coupled effective charge generation from induced
potential [82,83].
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On the other hand, in contact electrification step, material selection, surface
area and surface morphology are major factors in order to enhance amount of
generated triboelectric charges.
The output power of TENGs is directly proportional to generated triboelectric
charge densities, thus choosing best contact electrified dielectric pairs spontaneously assure efficiency enhancements. In parallel to this consideration, triboelectric series are convenient sources for material selections in which materials are
listed in the order of relative polarizations during contact electrification process.
Thus metals and nylon, and fluoropolymers such as PTFE, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) are commonly used materials in TENGs as indexed at the top and bottom respectively in triboelectric series
(Table 1). On the other hand, some of applications necessitate specific materials,
for instance water and chemical liquids are used in hydropower energy harvesting
[79] and self-powered chemical sensors [84] respectively. Additionally, utilization of transparent [85], recyclable [62], biodegradable [86] ,biocompatible [87]
and self-healing [88] materials provide diverse application area for TENGs.
Besides the choose of intrinsically high order triboelectric materials, chemical
surface functionalization processes are an alternative way to enhance triboelectrification of materials. Fluorination of surfaces by either fluorocarbon plasma treatment [89] or fluorine monolayer coating [60] are one of the effective ways to
improve negative polarization affinity during contact electrification. Cation and
anion injection is an alternative method to increase order of surface charge polarity results in enhancement on output power [90]. However, as mentioned before,
maximum surface charge densities of dielectrics are limited by dielectric strength
of ambient atmosphere where contact electrification is hosted, thus efforts in order
to increase dielectric charge density lose its effectivity at some point. In this case,
studies about ionized air injection over polymer surfaces have demonstrated that
ionized gas molecules settle on polymer surfaces and lead to change dielectric
strength of ambient atmosphere along their volume concentrations results in improvement on maximum limit of surface charge density [91].
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Figure 2.9: Effect of surface morphology on TENG output performance [98]. Scanning
electron microscope images of (a) plain polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film, (b) plain
PDMS film, (c-g) surface structured PDMS films.

Indeed, most important parameter has directly effect on output power characteristics of the TENGs is active surface area of triboelectric layers where intimate
contacts are taken place [81]. Output current is linearly proportional to contact
areas which can be increased by either roughly enlarging device dimension or
multilayer designed structures [92]. On the other hand, changing surface morphology, rather device dimensions, by micro/nano surface modification techniques, is
alternative way to enlarge contact area while conserve compactness and portability of device. In 2012, Xiao and colleagues have performed systematic fabrications and characterizations about surface structured TENGs, as it represented in
Figure 2.9, surface morphology has remarkable importance on output power while
material difference and device dimension affect output power slightly. There are
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several studies about functionalization of triboelectric layer surfaces through grating structures [93], nanopillars[94], nanowires [95]

and nanoparticles [96]

demonstrate that increase of the surface roughness by these structures lead to enhance device energy conversion efficiency. In addition to nanostructure deposition over triboelectric layer surfaces, direct micro/nano fabrication techniques are
also frequently used to enhance surface roughness of layers such as photolithography [97], soft lithography [98,99], block copolymer self-assembly [100,101],
plasma etching [102,103], printed circuit board [104] and UV embossing [105].

2.7. Applications of Triboelectric Nanogenerators
Along fundamental operation modes, promising renewable, cost effective, sustainable and portable energy harvesting characteristic of TENGs lead to develop
various type of applications can be categorized under four main group as large
scale energy harvesting, mobile and portable harvesting, self-powered sensors and
tribotronics.

2.7.1. Large Scale Energy Harvesting
Over past decades, rising energy need of technology and limitless of fossil energy
sources lead to energy productions from renewable sources such as solar, hydro
and wind by solar cells, dams and wind turbines respectively. In this motivation,
TENGs are alternative promising candidates to harvest energy from these renewable sources either directly or in hybridized formation with conventional energy
harvesters at macro-scale.
In 2013, the first hydropower based TENG is developed in the form of contactseparation mode consisting functionalized surface structured PDMS layer and water interference [63]. Following years, various type of prototypes; spherical [106],
box [107], spring integrated [108] and duck-shaped [109] structures are developed
through using either contact electrification of water flows such as rain drops and
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ocean waves or kinetic energy of water fluctuations in rivers, oceans etc. In parallel to these developments, TENG networks [110] are demonstrated, by the combination of multi hydropower based prototypes, in order to large scale energy
harvesting where estimates assert around 1MW electric power generation per
kilometer square area [111].
Wind power is another alternative free energy source where researcher have
been achieved to generate electricity from wind pressurize and oscillations
through planar or rotational single electrode based flexible and textile structured
TENGs [80,112] . On the other hand, advancement on thin and transparent electrode integration into TENGs such as indium tin oxide [113] and conductive nanoparticle deposited transparent polymers [114] yield possibility to hybridization
of TENG units with other renewable energy harvesters such as wind turbines and
solar cells [115]. Transparent TENG units are successfully integrated over solar
cell surfaces in order to generate electricity from water drops in rainy days as well
as winds in windy days [116].
Considering to, limitless wave and flow power of broad water distribution
across earth, wind and rain drop sources as well, hybrid TENGs and TENG networks are would be promising candidate to harvest energy from these renewable
power sources in the near future, if energy converting efficiency can be improved,
structural robustness-sustainability of networks can be ensured, and sufficient energy storage-transfer mechanisms can be developed.

2.7.2. Mobile and Portable Energy Harvesting
Mobility and portability are certain characteristics of personal electronics such as
cell phones, laptops, watches etc. However, battery which supplies limited energy
source is the main problem along development of consumer electronics also obstruct miniaturization process. In this content, TENGs as being a sustainable, mobile and portable energy power source are integrated with small scale electronics
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in several applications in order to either supply energy demand of electronics directly or charge preexisting batteries through energy harvesting from environment.
Applications of TENGs in small scale are mostly about biomechanical energy
harvesting in which human motions [64,117,118], hand pressing [119] and even
sounds [120] are utilized as mechanical and vibrational energy sources. Walking
in which averagely 2J/step [121] is consumed for pressing to ground is a ubiquitous mechanical energy source for TENGs in order to convert this waste energy
into electricity, accordingly many of shoe integrated TENG applications demonstrated in flexible formations [118,122]. Furthermore, development of completely
transparent TENGs, and their integration over touchscreens-display units allows
to harvest energy along consecutive finger touches through either contact electrification of human skin or contact pressure of touches [99,119].

Figure 2.10: Application areas of TENGs [170] . (a) TENG as a biomechanical energy
harvester and power source for small scale electronics. (b) Energy harvesting from environment by TENGs and their promising application areas.
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On the other hand, flexible textile based TENGs have attracted remarkable attention since integration of these structures into fabrics allows to generate electricity from clothes, carpets, curtains etc. Although, conventional TENG fabrication techniques are inadequate to produce textile platforms directly, several applications are demonstrated by either integration of flexible traditional triboelectric
layers with commercial fabrics [80,123,124] or woven structured dielectric yarns
and electrode-coated or inherent conductive yarns [125-127].
Beside biomechanical energy, other vibration and motion sources in daily life
such as cars, engines and even furniture are utilized in small scale energy harvesting applications of TENGs [60,61]. Furthermore, TENGs and other types of nanogenerators, piezoelectric and pyroelectric, are hybridized to operate as sustainable and efficient power source in consumer electronics through harvesting both
mechanical and thermal energies from ambient environment [128,129].

2.7.3. Self-Powered Sensors
Indeed most powerful application area of TENGs is self-powered sensors including motional and vibrational detections, and chemical identifications [130]. As
mentioned before, output power characteristics of TENGs varies with respect to
contact pressure. Once suitable calibration is applied, TENGs can be operated as
vibrational and motional sensor in which output signal would be intrinsically generated by itself means self-powered. Moreover, regarding to single electrode and
free standing triboelectric layer operation modes, amount of generated electricity
strongly depends on both active surface contact area and triboelectric characteristics of freely moving source materials. Therefore, these modes can be used as both
motional and material detections through shift in contact surface areas and materials triboelectrifications. In parallel to these unique sensor potential of TENGs,
various type of self-powered mechanical energy differentiation based sensor applications are demonstrated in the forms of either single TENG unit or array structured multiple TENG units.
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Self-powered sensing of biomechanical motions or vibrations are essential sensor application types of TENGs. In this regard, several applications are demonstrated in order to detect trajectory of body motions [131] and tactile map of finger
touches [132,133], and also biomedical monitoring of breath and hearth rates
[134-136]. Furthermore, recent developments of elastomer based transparent and
flexible TENG structures lead to promising self-powered electronic skin applications of TENGs [137,138].
Beside of biomechanical, motional and vibrational change of objects in environment can also be sensed by TENGs. Accordingly, speed detection and displacement mapping of moving objects [139-142], pressure quantification of loads
[58,143], speed and direction detection of wind [112,144], and sensing of acoustic
vibrations [103] are successfully demonstrated by using various type of structured
and optimized TENG units. Moreover, by using triboelectrification and flow fluctuations of fluid materials, self-powered chemical sensors are presented such as
mercury ion detection [145], ethanol sensor [146] , liquid and gas flow detection
in capillary microfluidic systems [147] and dopamine detection [148].

2.7.4. Tribotronics
Besides energy harvesting and self-powered sensor applications, a signal generated by TENG can also be used to trigger semiconductor charge transportation as
being the gate voltage source called as tribotronics which has a promising potential in robotics and human-machine interaction [149]. The concept of tribotronic
is firstly emerged in 2014, by Wang’s group who achieved to modify field effect
transistor structure with additional contact electrified layer as a gate potential
source resulted in external force controllable charge transportation, has named as
“contact electrification field effect transistor (CE-FET)” [150].
Later on, several types of transistor structures are coupled with triboelectrification lead to develop mechanically controllable tribotronic logic circuits [151],
phototransistors [152] and light emitting diodes [153].
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Chapter 3
High Performance and Large Area
Biomechanical Energy Harvesting
Floor Tiles

3.1. Introduction
Energy is the most vital component of the life. Biological substances in the
nature including animals, plants, reptiles and single cell organisms, are capable to
convert and store energy from many different sources such as sun, water and food.
Animals find that source of energy useful to travel distances and mobilization for
finding more energy sources. Their body converts most of the intake energy into
heat and mechanical motion during these activities. This energy cycle of the nature seems very complex and based on basic instincts. Nevertheless, evolution of
the civilization drives mankind to find more energy sources. For instance, human
consumes more chemical energy than the minimal requirements of the body. The
extra energy either stored or converted in heat and motions. These extra movements and the heat generated during human motion activity can be classified as
dissipated energy and can be scavenged using smart energy harvesting systems.
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Although, this technology was seemed unachievable along several decades, recently, it became very promising after the development of low energy requiring
mobile devices and high power output triboelectric nanogenerators (TENG)
[154]. In this study, vertical contact-separation operation mode TENG is utilized
in order to develop high performance and large area biomechanical energy harvesting floor tiles. To our knowledge, use of carbonblack polyethylene film as a
high performance triboelectric layer and mass producible, low-cost Ar plasma
surface modification technique have been first time demonstrated in TENG research. Accordingly, 1.52 mA and 5.4 kV peak to peak current and voltage values
were obtained and achieved to power up to 1400 commercial LEDs by large area
TENG floor tiles.

3.2. Effects of Device Structure and Material Properties
on Output Performance of Triboelectric Nanogenerators
Triboelectricity, which is also called as contact electrification, have known for
more than a century. There are several hypotheses about triboelectric charge generation, however, the basic physics underneath of this effect still was not understood perfectly. Beyond these discussions, researchers were able to facilitate this
effect through converting mechanical energy to electricity by TENGs in which
contact electrification and electrostatic induction phenomena between two surfaces of dielectrics and their relative movements are utilized to harvest energy.
Several conditions should be considered before designing a TENG such as device
structure, triboelectric polarity of dielectrics and surface properties of triboelectric
layers.

3.2.1. Working Mechanism of Contact Separation Mode
Along to working mechanism of vertical contact separation mode TENG, electrostatic potential difference, charge transfer and separation gap distance lead theoretical equations, in overall denominated as “V-Q-x relationship” [155 , 156].
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Figure 11: Vertical contact separation mode TENG device structures. (a) Dielectric-dielectric layered. (b) Metal-dielectric layered.

As stated in Chapter 2, vertical contact separation mode can be constituted as in
the form of either double dielectric layers or dielectric-metal layers. In case of
double dielectric layers assuming dielectric thicknesses 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 , dielectric constants 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 respectively, while contact step is established by external force,
triboelectrification would lead opposite but equal charged surfaces with density
of 𝜎. Regarding to time dependent separation gap distance 𝑥(𝑡) electrostatic potential difference 𝑉 can be given as;
𝑉 = 𝐸1 𝑑1 + 𝐸2 𝑑2 + 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝 𝑥(𝑡)

(3.1)

Where 𝐸1 , 𝐸2 and 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝 denote electric field strengths at inside dielectric layers
and separation gap respectively can be derived by considering electrostatic induction which would yield opposite but equal induced charges at electrodes with density of 𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 , and using Gauss’ law of charge on surface plate;
𝐸1 =

−𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝜀0 𝜀1

(3.2)

𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝜀0 𝜀2

(3.3)

𝜎 − 𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝜀0

(3.4)

𝐸2 = −
𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑝 =
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Regarding to induced charge density equalization to total transferred charge 𝑄
divided by contact area 𝐴, Equation 3.1 can be reproduced as;
𝑄
𝜎−𝐴
𝑄
𝑄
𝑉=−
𝑑 −
𝑑 +
𝑥(𝑡)
𝐴𝜀0 𝜀1 1 𝐴𝜀0 𝜀2 2
𝜀0
𝑉=−

𝑄 𝑑1 𝑑2
𝜎𝑥(𝑡)
( + + 𝑥(𝑡)) +
𝐴𝜀0 𝜀1 𝜀2
𝜀0

(3.5)

(3.6)

For the case of metal-dielectric triboelectric layers, absence of first dielectric
would yield generation of both triboelectric charge (𝜎𝐴) and induced charge
amount (−𝜎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝐴) on metal layer end up with net charge of (𝐴𝜎 − 𝑄). In
this case, the term 𝐸1 𝑑1 would vanish to zero because related dielectric replaced
with conductor. Thus electrostatic potential difference would be;
𝑉=−

𝑄 𝑑2
𝜎𝑥(𝑡)
( + 𝑥(𝑡)) +
𝐴𝜀0 𝜀2
𝜀0

(3.7)

Regarding circuit characteristics of TENG, open-circuit condition (OC), and
short-circuit condition (SC) would be investigated as considering absence of
charge transfer at OC (Q𝑂𝐶 = 0) and electrostatic potential difference (V𝑆𝐶 = 0)
at SC yield following equations (Equations are derived only for the dielectricdielectric layered TENG for the simplicity, considering to dielectric-metal layers,
the term 𝑑1 /𝜀1 should be eliminated from following equations;
𝜎𝑥(𝑡)
𝜀0

(3.8)

𝐴𝜎𝑥(𝑡)
𝑑1 𝑑2
𝜀1 + 𝜀2 + 𝑥(𝑡)

(3.9)

𝑉𝑂𝐶 =
𝑄𝑆𝐶 =

𝐼𝑆𝐶

𝑑
𝑑
𝐴𝜎( 𝜀 1 + 𝜀 2 )𝑣(𝑡)
𝑑𝑄𝑆𝐶
1
2
=
=
𝑑1 𝑑2
𝑑𝑡
( 𝜀 + 𝜀 + 𝑥(𝑡))2
1
2
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(3.10)

On closer inspection to current characteristics of TENG at Equation 3.10, contact electrification active surface area and velocity of pressing-releasing cycle are
key factors in order to enhance amount of output current while separation gap
distance act on contrary.
Except charges on the surface of dielectrics, overall structure can act as parallel
plate capacitor. Considering magnitude of charge stored on electrode 𝑄 and capacitance of system which is depend on separation gap 𝐶(𝑥), negative potential
difference would yield as −𝑄/𝐶(𝑥). Subtracting a potential differences of parallel plate capacitor and separated triboelectric layers 𝑉𝑂𝐶 (𝑥) results in net potential
difference as;
𝑉 =–

𝑄
+ 𝑉𝑂𝐶 (𝑥)
𝐶(𝑥)

(3.11)

In this case, under short circuit condition of TENG, capacitance can be derived
as equalizing potential difference 𝑉 to zero and substituting Equation 3.8 and
Equation 3.9 into Equation 3.11;
𝑉𝑆𝐶 = 0 =–
𝐶=

𝑄𝑆𝐶
+ 𝑉𝑂𝐶 (𝑥)
𝐶(𝑥)

𝐴𝜀0
𝑑1 𝑑2
𝜀1 + 𝜀2 + 𝑥(𝑡)

(3.12)

(3.13)

3.2.2. Optimization of Surface Modification Technique
Theoretical derivations demonstrate that amount of generated triboelectric
charges and contact area of triboelectric layers are key parameters of output
power. Contact area of triboelectric layers can be increased by either roughly enlarging device dimensions or enhancing surface roughness of dielectric layers
through surface modification techniques.
To investigate effect of surface structures on output power of TENG, firstly
nanopillar surface structured polymer films were fabricated by melt infiltration
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Figure 12: SEM micrographs of (a) PC nanopillars fabricated by AAO mold (b) PC nanopillars fabricated by Si mold (c-d) step-2 micro/nano CPE wires.

technique [157]. Once polymers are dissolved by chemical solvents, they introduce infiltration properties. When, liquid polymer solution is transferred onto anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) or silicon (Si) molds, which have nanostructured
pores, polymer solution infiltrates into pores. Fallowing, solvent is evaporated and
solid polymer film is scraped from mold results in nanopillar surface structured
polymer film. Accordingly, polyetherimide (PC) nanopillar structured films, PC
(AAO) and PC (Si) were fabricated through using AAO and Si molds respectively. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) characterization of fabricated nanopillars are represented at Figure 12. Bottom fronts of the flat PC film, PC (AAO)
and PC (Si) were coated with gold-palladium alloys as an electrode.
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Figure 13: Step-2 CPE micro-nano wire preparation. (a) Step-2 CPE-PC/PSU core-shell
fibers. (b) Chemical etching of fibers. (c) Electrostatic interaction of etched CPE micronanowires with PTFE rod. (d) Step-2 CPE micro-nano wire triboelectric layer.

On the other hand, iterative size reduction thermally fiber drawing, which is a
novel top-down micro/nano fabrication technique, was utilized to fabricate carbonblack polyethylene (CPE) micro-nano dual scaled wires (detailed instruction
of fiber drawing is given Chapter 4). Dichloromethane (DCM) was used for chemically selective etching fibers resulted in isolated CPE micro-nano dual scale wires
which were transferred onto copper tapes, as an electrode, to construct triboelectric layers for TENG.
Finally, fabricated triboelectric layers were attached to thin flexible metal
plates where plates were used to sustain self-releasing after contact step carried
by tapping machine. Current and voltage measurements were performed with 5Hz
tapping frequency. Output performances of different surface structured TENGs
are represented at Figure 14 in which output power of TENG is dramatically increased as highest amount is obtained by PC (Si)-CPE (Step 2) micro-nano wire
triboelectric layers.
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Figure 14: Output characteristics of different surface structured TENGs and current-voltage measurement system.

Nanostructured tribo-surfaces tends to generate more charges because the
greater contact area is resulting with increased in amount of contact electrification. TENGs with simple and cost effective production processes were aroused at
the historic moment. However, it is very hard to large area and cost effective mass
fabrication of TENGs with using conventional micro/ nano fabrication techniques
such as soft lithography [98,99], printed circuit board [104] and melt infiltration
technique as our primary investigation. Therefore, these efforts should be carried
on by introducing new aspects and proposing simple, efficient and cheap techniques.
Indeed, current study demonstrates an interesting fabrication technique, which
is applicable to wide range of materials, using argon (Ar) plasma surface modification for manufacturing very high performance, low cost, mass producible, flexible and large area TENG devices. Essentially, plasma based surface modification
is the interaction of the excited species (Ar, O2, N2, H2 etc.) with a material, polymers in our cases. The plasma process depending on characteristics of material
surface, excited species and also operation environment results in a physical and
chemical modification of surface. While plasma surface modification, the plasmagenerated excited species treat morphology, roughness and polymer chain structure of sample surface. Therefore, plasma surface modification technique provides greater contact area of polymer layers with large scale and mass predictability properties particularly for PTFE, which is hard to be surface structured by
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Figure 15: Argon plasma surface modification system and mechanism (a) Microwave
sourced vacuum chamber (b) Schematic of Ar ions collision with polymer surface.

conventional techniques due to its high thermal and chemical stability. To investigate Ar plasma surface modification on TENG, a simple proof of principle device is constructed with PTFE and CPE films and remarkable increase on output
power is obtained (detailed surface treatment and device output characterizations
is instructed following section).

3.3. Fabrication of Large Area Triboelectric Nanogenerator Floor Tiles
Systematic material selection and surface roughness optimization by Ar
plasma surface modifications were performed to construct high performance,
large area biomechanical energy harvester.

3.3.1. Material Selections and Surface Treatment Optimizations
Triboelectric nanogenerators harvest mechanical energy into electricity
through by utilizing contact electrification and electrostatic induction. Regarding
to contact electrification step, order of generated triboelectric charge density is
directly proportional to output current as stated in Equation 3.10. Charge generation is related indexes of materials in triboelectric series in which materials are
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Figure 16: Triboelectric series constructed through relative electrostatic potential measurement by electrostatic fieldmeter.

aligned with respect to their relative charge polarities during contact electrification [22]. The greater span of two materials in series results with greater charge
polarization during intimate contacts. However, materials sometimes represent
different triboelectric characteristics rather than their position in triboelectric series due to surface impurities and contaminations based on industrial productions.
Thus, in order to determine materials which will be used in large area TENG fabrication, triboelectric series of materials were obtained through electrostatic fieldmeter. As represented in Figure 16, polymers were systematically rubbed each
other and their relative electrostatic surface potentials were measured by Simco
FMX-003 electrostatic fieldmeter (CPE potential measurement are not represented since it gave zero electrostatic potential after each contact due to its conductive properties of.
First observation of triboelectric series investigations have demonstrated that
PTFE and CPE films can be used in fabrication of high performance TENG. However, it should be considered that Ar plasma surface modifies not only surface
morphology of polymers but also chemical properties such as polymer chain
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structure, bond breaking etc. Therefore, materials can act on contrary as they indexed in triboelectric series after Ar plasma treatment. In parallel to this consideration, we optimized plasma surface nano-structuring mechanism for many different polymers, and built proof of principle TENG devices and compared their
output powers in order to further detailed material selection.
All the polymers were modified in a custom made plasma chamber in which
two roll of 30 cm in width and 80 cm in length polymer can fit. Ar plasma surface
modification works as mechanical surface erosion using energetic Ar ions which
has high molecular weight and chemically inert property makes enable to treat
surface of polymers without changing bulk properties. Since different polymers

Figure 17: Ar plasma surface treatment optimization of (a) PC, PEI, PES, PEST, PSU,
(b) CPE and PTFE films. (c) Contact angle images of polymer surfaces before and after
plasma surface modifications, 5 min and 240 W for PC, PEI, PES, PEST, PSU films and
240 min, 600 W for CPE and PTFE films.
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present different mechanical properties due to their molecular structure and chemical content, each polymer required specific plasma process parameters to obtain
nano peaks on their surfaces. Chamber pressure, amount of the Ar flow and temperature were kept constant during all plasma processes. Only parameters that
required to be tuned was process time and plasma power. At the low pressure (2.1
mTorr), 2.4 GHz microwave source is used to plasma treatment of polymer films.
Computer specified power (80W-800W) were applied with magnetron under the
Ar excess at 50 sccm to create Ar plasma. Polymer samples were introduced into
the chamber with a special cylindirical holder in 7cm diameter and 28cm length
which was rotated at 6 rpm. The distance between the polymer sample and the
plasma source exciter was about 150 mm.
Surface nanostructures were also used to obtain hydrophilic microfluidic channels. Therefore, primary indication of surface nanostructures was the dramatic
decrease in contact angles (CA) measurements which is the simple way to optimize surface roughness [158,159]. Contact angle goniometer measures contact
angle between sessile drop and solid surface which gives information about energy of interface. Utilizing contact angle measurement technique, we optimized
reacting power and reacting time of Ar-plasma to obtain lowest degree of contact
angle since it directly relates about roughness of surface. As the roughness of surfaces increase, degree of contact angle decreases because of hydrophilic properties of surfaces. Accordingly, we measured contact angle of modified polymer
surfaces which are treated in in different reaction times (0-480min) and reaction
powers (80W-800W). Critical reaction time for PC, PEI, PES, PEST, PSU have
obtained 5 min after 5,10,15,30 min operations. On the other hand, it was investigated that CPE and PTFE films need much more power and reaction time due to
their chemical structures.
As shown in Figure 17, best wettability reacting power and time have been
obtained as 240 Watt and 5 min respectively for PC, PEI, PES, PEST, PSU films
and 240 min, 600 W for CPE and PTFE films. Following that, we characterized
the surfaces of polymers using atomic force microscopy (AFM) operated in noncontact mode. Results were perfectly produced nano peaks within range 5 – 100
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Figure 18: AFM images of polymer surfaces before and after plasma surface treatment
process.

nm in diameter and length. In Figure 18, AFM images of PEI, PTFE and CPE film
surfaces before and after plasma treatment at optimized reaction power and time
are represented. As a result, effect of Ar plasma treatment process on surface morphologies of polymer films have been investigated and plasma modification reaction powers and durations have been optimized for each polymer as obtaining best
surface roughness.
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Figure 19: Fabrication and characterizations of miniature TENGs. (a) Preperation of triboelectric layers of TENG. (b) Custom made tapping device. (c) 3D printed TENG construction.

Accordingly, we built many of miniature TENGs with listed polymers in order
to investigate effect of Ar plasma surface modification on TENG output performances and come to a result of material selection for large area device. Polymers
were paired and each pair was tested in a 3D printed construction in vertical contact-separation mode, which recently proven to be a simple and fast TENG fabrication method [60]. Identical size samples were tested at 5 Hz under same load
sustained by custom made tapping device. Systematic measurements were resulted with highest output power of PTFE-CPE pair which can be also expected
from triboelectric series and surface optimization for this pair results in further
enhancement in output performance (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Output performance comparisons of flat polymer films (output-F) and Ar plasma
surface treated polymer films (output-PT) based TENGs. (a) Short circuit current measurement results. (b) Open circuit voltage measurements.
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Behind the material selection, these experiments open further investigations
regarding to effect of plasma surface modification on materials triboelectric properties. To illustrate, PVDF is one of the most electronegative polymer in terms of
triboelectrification polarization, it can also be confirmed from flat film based
TENG output performances of it where has very low output current when it paired
another strongly negative polarized polymer PTFE whereas as it expected it gave
huge output with PEI which is placed towards positive side of triboelectric series.
However, as it can be investigated from Figure 20, triboelectric characteristics of
PVDF was totally changed after plasma treatment process whereas it gave huge
output current with PTFE on the contrary low output current with PEI which
means that Ar plasma surface treatment leads to shift triboelectrification polarity
of PVDF from negative to positive side.

3.3.2. Device Structure
Systematic fabrication and characterization steps were successfully performed in
order to choose triboelectrically high efficient material pairs resulted in choice of
PTFE and CPE polymers. PTFE due to be lowest indexed material in most of
triboelectric series, mostly used material in TENG research. On the other hand, to
our knowledge, CPE have firstly used in this study where promising high performance triboelectric characteristics of CPE has been revealed for TENG research.
Indeed, there are several reason for choice of CPE which are related about triboelectrification performance and its role in device working mechanism.
First of all, unlike most of polymer CPE has electrically conductive properties
due to carbon doped chemical structure of itself. Besides the tribolectricity of material, charge transport efficiency within polymer itself and transferring efficiency
of these charges from polymer to electrode also affect output current in TENGs.
Polymers are usually considered as insulating materials because of their low conductivity. Most of polymers have low dielectric loss which allows them to store
charges. Correspondingly, electrical conduction in polymers strongly depends on
the transport of storage charges within the molecule itself and intermolecular
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transport [58]. However, due to cross-link structures of polymers, interaction between polymer chains are weak and it causes low efficiency charge transport.
Therefore, charge transfer between polymer particles and metal plates of electrodes is mostly arisen from electrostatic induction. In this limitation, in order to
exceed direct charge transfer limit of conventional polymers, we have preferred
conductive polymer as the CPE to generate higher power from TENG.CPE is carbonblack filled form of polyethylene(PE). Although, PE is insulator material as
many of polymers, CPE has conductive property because of its carbon black(CB)
filled structures which has similar to disordered graphite [160]. Regarding to some
chemical or thermal processes, CB particle are filled into polymer matrices. Basically, filling CB particles form continuous conductive path in polymer as soon
as concentration of CB particle reaching critical value which is called as percolation threshold [161]. Owing to, continuous conductive path of CB particles, polymers gain conductive property with saving organic structure, flexibility and triboelectrification properties. For this reason, we have chosen CPE as the counter
pair of PTFE which act as both triboelectrification source and induced charge carrier due to its conductive properties.
Accordingly, PTFE and CPE polymer films in 18 cm x 18 cm dimensions were
exposed Ar plasma surface treatment at optimized power and durations 600 W
and 240 min respectively. After that, aluminum deposition was performed to nontreated side of PTFE film as an electrode by thermal evaporation system. Due to
conductive properties of CPE film, we did not use extra electrode layer for it.

Figure 21: Large area TENG floor tiles. (a) 3D sketch of device structure. (b) Fabricated
proof of principle device.
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Following that, both of triboelectric layers were attached rubber as a support layer
which prevents undesirable damages of strong vertical forces to triboelectric layer
by assisting soft balance. Small pieces of thin copper tapes were stuck to electrode
and directly to CPE layer in order to transfer induced charges towards external
load. Later on, these triboelectric layers and supports were integrated with rigid
acrylic plates to hold layers all together in vertical contact separation operation
mode. Finally, relatively stiff foam pieces were positioned between the edges of
acrylic plates to sustain self-releasing asi in spring assisted systems after pressing
step which is implemented by external force.

3.4. Characterization
Based on the optimized fabrication parameters, we developed a proof of principle
large area biomechanical energy harvesting TENG floor tiles. In Figure 22, detailed working mechanism of device is represented.

Figure 22: Working mechanism of energy harvesting floor tiles. (1) Initial contact step
triggered by external mechanical source in which triboelectric charge generation takes
place, (2) Self-separation of triboelectric layers when external force leaves results in electrostatic induction between conductive polymer and electrode, (3) Induced charges come
into equilibrium at full separation, (4) Re-pressing over floor tiles leads electrostatic potential differentiation, and hence backflow of induced charges are initiated, (5) When
separation gap distance vanish to zero which also being at means full contact state, induced charge flow come into equilibrium.
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Figure 23: Output characterization of device. (a) Schematics of voltage and current measurement setups. (b) 3D sketch of TENG floor tiles. (c) Hand press over device instantaneously powered 600 green and blue LED. (d) Open circuit output voltages generated by
TENG under single footsteps with different weighted biomechanical loads.

Output performance of device was characterized with respect to power generated by TENG under external forces of custom made tapping machine and biomechanical energy sources. Short circuit current and open circuit voltage measurements were performed through Tektronix TDS-1012B Oscilloscope and Stanford SR-570 Current Preamplifier, detailed setup is represented at Figure 23 (a).
The device performance was firstly investigated with instantaneously powering
600 commercial green and blue LEDs through hand slaps and up to number of
1400 at 7 Hz constant frequency by using tapping machine. Later on, systematic
current and voltage measurements were conducted by custom made tapping machine, which is capable to sustain adjustable tapping frequencies.
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Figure 24: Output performance of TENG floor tiles. (a) Short circuit current and (b) open
circuit voltage measurement at 7 Hz tapping frequency. (d) Frequency dependent output
currents (2-8 Hz).

Maximum output current and voltage was obtained at 7 Hz tapping frequency
as 1.52 mA and 5.4 kV peak to peak values respectively. Measurements conducted
at different frequencies were indicated remarkable frequency dependence on output characteristics of device as represented in Figure 24 (c), output current of device rises as the tapping frequency increase up to 8Hz.
The output characteristics of TENG floor tiles were investigated also according to different biomechanical loads. It was observed that increasing the operator
mass helps to harvest more energy. Furthermore, correlation between external
load mass and generated open circuit voltage was demonstrated as represented in
Figure 23 (d), output voltage is remarkably changing with respect to biomechanical load which demonstrates that besides the energy harvesting, TENG floor tiles
can also be used as self-powered mechanical load or motion sensor if detailed
calibrations and are conducted.
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Chapter 4
Triboelectric Nanogenerator Fabrics

4.1. Introduction
Wearable electronics have attracted remarkable attention in the past years. Flexible batteries, smart electronics, biomedical monitoring devices and electronic
skins are particular applications of textile based electronics [162-165]. In parallel
to these applications, TENGs have gained to be part of wearable electronics family by their promising mobile and portable biomechanical energy harvesting and
self-powered sensor capabilities, and hence textile based TENGs fabrication and
application research have accelerated last years along several innovative applications [123-127]. However, conventional TENG fabrications mostly depended on
lithographic polymer film based structures in which although high ordered flexible structures can be produced, film structure based approach makes inadequate
to produce textile structures directly. Therefore, studies focus on either integration
of conventional TENG structures with commercial fabrics or fabricating of textile
TENGs by modification of fabrics with electrode coating or deposition which actually restraint practicality of devices.
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Accordingly, in this study, we offer new fabrication perspective for production
of TENG fabrics directly with ‘triboelectric nanogenerator fibers’. Indeed, triboelectric generators are consisting of surface contacted polymers as a triboelectric
charge sources and metal electrodes as a current source by harvesting induced
potentials of triboelectric charges. Here, we utilized thermally fiber draw technique to fabricate self-triboelectric nanogenerator fibers in formation of electrode
core-polymer shell structure and developed proof of principle textile TENG.
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4.2. Fabrication of Triboelectric Nanogenerator Fibers
Fabrication of triboelectric TENG fabrics was conducted in two step, fiber
drawing and surface modification of drawn fibers. Accordingly, a proof of principle textile TENG was fabricated in woven structure with step-1 CPE-PC fibers
and PTFE tape.

4.2.1. Fiber Drawing
Thermally fiber drawing is performed to fabricate TENG fibers which is a unique
technique to produce polymer fibers at micro scale and nano scale as well with
novel iterative size reduction technique [166]. In this technique, polymer films are
rolled over a solid rod tube called as preform to be consolidated in thermal oven
or consolidator in other words. Consolidation is a vacuum atmosphere thermal

Figure 4.1: Thermal fiber drawing process. (a) Polymer film rolling over high melting
point rod. (b) Custom made fiber drawing tower. (c) Preform is placed into furnace by
preform holder.
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process in which preforms are heated above their glass transition temperature results in tempered monolithic polymer rod. Later on, consolidated preforms are
placed into fiber tower as represented at Figure (b-c) in which preform is driven
into furnace with motion controllable preform holder. After that, thermal fiber
drawing process is initiated with controlled heating of furnace. Furnace temperature should be above glass transition temperature but at the same time below the
melting temperature of polymer, indeed previous empirical studies guide the optimum temperature. As a result, under high thermal stress phase of polymer rod is
subjected to change means that fiber drawing is come into account. Laser micrometer and external controllable tensile force are utilized to real-time management
of drawn fiber diameter. The unique property of thermal polymer driving is to
produce multi-material core-shell fibers by rolling and consolidating polymer film
altogether [167]–[169].
Utilizing thermal fiber driving technique, firstly we produced conductive polymer-insulator core-shell structured CPE-PC fibers. Initially, PC films were

Figure 4.2: CPE-PC fiber drawing. (a) CPE and PC films. (b) PC preform after consolidation process. (c) CPE-PC fiber. (d) Roll of CPE film is placed into PC preform.
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rolled around PTFE tube which as 15 mm diameter, and consolidated at 200 °C
for 20 minutes. After that rolled CPE films were placed into consolidated PC preform as represented at Figure (d), resulted in CPE-PC core shell macroscopic rod
in 15 mm and 30 mm diameters respectively. After that, thermal fiber draw process was conducted at 236 °C and volume reduction factor is specified to number
of 75 which can be specified through division of macroscopic rod diameter to
desired fiber diameter. As a result, meters of CPE-PC core-shell fibers which have
200µm and 400 µm diameters respectively were successfully drawn. These fibers
named as the step-1 fiber (Figure.2 (c)).
Furthermore, iterative size reduction technique was utilized to draw polymer
encapsulated micro-nano fiber bundles. In this technique, rather than a second
material roll, hundreds of drawn fibers (step 1) are placed into pre-consolidated
preform (Figure (a)). Accordingly, number of 140 CPE-PC fibers were inserted
into consolidated PSU preform which has 25 mm outside and 6 mm inside diameters. Afterwards, CPE-PC/PSU macroscopic rod was subjected thermal fiber
draw process at 285°C resulted with CPE-PC/PSU core-shell fibers named as

Figure 4.3: Iterative size reduction fiber drawing process. (a) Schematics of step-1 and
step 2 fiber drawing. (b) SEM micrograph of step-1 CPE-PC core-shell fiber cross section. (c) Step-2 CPE-PC/PSU and (d) step-1 CPE-PC preforms after fiber drawing processes.
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step-2 fibers. However, due to high glass transition temperature of PSU which is
much above melting point of CPE, some CPE fibers were collapsed with each
other. For this reason, second fiber drawing step were resulted with producing
micro/nano dual scale fibers.
Besides conductive core-polymer encapsulated triboelectric fibers, metal-polymer core-shell fiber drawing was also investigated for TENG fabrics. It is worth
to mention that most of metals have high melting points with respect to polymers
makes unfeasible them for fiber drawing process. In parallel to this restrain, commercial solder alloys were preferred as a metal core material since they have relatively low melting point. Several analyses were performed through differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) in order to test melting points of different alloys resulted in chose of Pb67Sn33 alloy which has 224°C melting temperature. Accordingly, these commercial solder wires were melted within glass tube has 6 mm
inside diameter in order to produce solder rod and also vaporize rosin substance
which is presented in most of commercial solder alloys to help soldering process.
Later on, PES preform in 20 mm outside and 6 mm inside diameters was consolidated at 240°C, 25 min and solder rod is inserted into preform. Fiber drawing
process was optimized for number of 25 volume reduction factor resulted in production of Pb67Sn33-PES core-shell fibers in approximately 224 µm and 752 µm
outside diameters respectively.

Figure 4.4: Metal core-polymer encapsulated fibers. (a) Preparation of solder alloy rod.
(b) End of fiber drawing process, melted solder rod within PSU preform. (c) SEM micrograph of Pb67Sn33-PES core-shell fiber cross section.
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4.2.2. Surface Modification and Device Fabrication
As represented in Figure 20, Ar plasma surface treatment leads to enhance output power characteristics of PC-PTFE based TENG. Accordingly, step 1 CPEPC fibers were rolled over sample holder cylinders of plasma chamber to be exposed Ar plasma surface modification as represented at Figure (b). 2.4 GHz microwave source was used to plasma treatment along optimized power and reaction
duration at 240 Watt and 5 min respectively. Ar gas was excessed at 50 sccm and
cylinders were rotated at 6 rpm. After outer faces of fibers were exposed to plasma
modification, same process was conducted to inner faces. Following to surface
treatment of fiber, the proof of principle textile TENG was constructed through
weaving of fibers with PTFE tape as represented in Figure (c).

Figure 4.5: Surface modification for thermally drawn fibers and device structure. (a)
Schematic of Ar plasma surface treatment on CPE-PC core-shell fiber. (b) Rolled fibers
over plasma sample holder cylinders. (c) The proof of principle textile TENG.
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4.3. Characterization
Output performance of woven structured textile TENG was characterized with
respect to power generated device under external forces of custom made tapping
machine. Short circuit current and open circuit voltage measurements were performed through Tektronix TDS-1012B Oscilloscope and Stanford SR-570 Current Preamplifier. Device was operated in single electrode mode where probes of
measurement setups are attached woven structured single PC fiber in which CPE
act as electrode structure and ground as a reference electrode. As represented at
Figure, 21 µA and 340 peak to peak short circuit current and open circuit voltage
respectively were measured. Moreover, textile TENG instantaneously powered
up to 30 green LEDs through hand slapping. As a result, remarkable performance
of the proof of principle textile TENG even it was operated at single electrode
mode demonstrate that thermally drawn conductive core-polymer shell fibers
would be promising structures for the construction of future textile based TENG.

Figure 4.6: Output characteristics of textile TENG. Measurement results of (a) short circuits current, (b) open circuit voltage.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

5.1. Conclusion
In this study, considering promising energy harvesting and self-powered sensor
capabilities of TENGs, we developed high performance biomechanical energy
harvesting floor tiles based on CPE and PTFE triboelectric layers, which can instantaneously power 1400 commercial LEDs in single footstep. Device can generate 1.52 mA and 5.4 kV peak to peak short circuit current and open circuit voltage respectively at 7Hz tapping frequency. Biomechanical weight and motion
sensor capability of TENG floor tiles was also investigated by weight based output characteristics of device which demonstrates that device can be used in security applications.
Behind the performance, fabrication process of TENG floor tiles offers novel
perspectives to construct mass producible, low cost, large area and flexible TENG
structures. In TENG research, CPE as a conductive polymer have been firstly used
as a triboelectric layer which provides high performance for TENG output power
owing to both efficient triboelectric charge generation and conductive properties
of it. On the other hand, Ar plasma surface modification was also proposed as
promising cost effective fabrication technique to build high performance massive
TENG structures.
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Besides the conventional TENG structures in which triboelectric layers are
mostly in film formation, we have offered conductive core-polymer shell fibers
based textile TENG structure. Accordingly, two different triboelectric fibers were
fabricated through thermally fiber drawing technique as solder alloy-PES and
metal-free CPE-PC core-shell fibers. The proof of principle textile TENG was
constructed in single electrode mode through the combination of CPE-PC triboelectric fibers and PTFE tape and also Ar plasma surface treatment was exposed
over fiber surfaces in order to enhance triboelectric properties of fibers. Device
performance, where 21 µA and 340 peak to peak current and voltage were generated, and also instantaneously powered 16 LEDs, clearly demonstrated that triboelectric fibers are promising structures to build mass-producible, cost effective
and flexible textile based TENGs.

5.2. Future Works
Utilizing Ar plasma surface treatment technique in fabrication TENG floor
tiles have led to build large area and flexible TENG structures for large scale energy harvesting applications. Regarding about free and limitless mechanical energy source of winds and water sources such as rain drops, rivers and oceans, and
promising scavenging capabilities of TENGs, cost-effective, mass producible
large scale structures can be developed through Ar plasma surface modification
technique.
Beside the effective fabrication feature of this technique, it is open to further
theoretical investigations for triboelectric charge generation mechanism where we
observed that Ar plasma surface modification changes triboelectric polarities of
materials. A detailed XPS analysis are planned to investigate effect of Ar and
other inert gases plasma treatment on triboelectric charge generation characteristics of materials.
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Regarding to textile TENG, we consider promising features of mass-predicable, large scalable thermally drawn electrode core-polymer shell fibers. Accordingly, we are planning to build large area fabric TENG structures in free standing
triboelectric layer mode where two different solder alloy electrode core-polymer
shell fibers will be draw and weaved within each other. Sweaters, carpets and
curtains can be built with these fabrics to harvest biomechanical energy into electricity and also fabric TENGs can be used as self-powered sensor in biomedical
monitoring and electronic skin applications.
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